Lisa Marie Wallace Geise - Additional Information

Below is a list of news reports that provide additional information and background on Lisa’s unsolved case. Most of the articles can be directly accessed by going to the listed news organizations web site and searching the news archive by date and title of the article listed below.

2/28/89 - Programmer Logged On, Then Disappeared - The Atlanta Constitution - Kathy Scruggs
2/28/89 - Woman missing; foul play suspected - Gwinnett Daily News - Connie Mulqueen
3/1/89 - Questions cloud investigation of missing woman - Gwinnett Daily News - Jon McKenna
3/2/89 - Search for Missing Woman Continues; No. New Clues - Gwinnett Extra - Kathy Scruggs
3/2/89 - $20,000 Reward Is Offered for Safe Return of Computer Programmer - Metro and State - Kathy Scruggs
3/2/89 - Gwinnett Woman Still Missing
3/3/89 - Reward for woman’s return raised - Gwinnett Daily News - Jon McKenna
3/3/89 - Reward Grows in Missing Woman Case - News Briefs
3/4/89 - Police Curtail Search Efforts At Job Site of Missing Woman - Rob Johnson
3/5/89 - Search Continues; no leads - Gwinnett Daily News - Scott Marshall
3/5/89 - No Clues Are Found on Woman - Kathy Scruggs
3/17/89 - Former Co-worker Sought in Abduction - The Atlanta Constitution - Kathy Scruggs
3/18/89 - Woman’s Former Co-Worker Held in Federal Case - The Atlanta Constitution / The Atlanta Constitution - Kathy Scruggs
3/23/89 - Former co-worker a suspect in woman’s disappearance - Gwinnett Daily News - Jon McKenna
4/11/89 - Man Given 10-Year Term for Violating Probation - Metro Report
4/11/89 - Police suspect in Geise case still won’t talk (Man jailed for violating probation, gets 10 years) - Gwinnett Daily News - Jon McKenna
5/21/89 - Geise investigation at standstill - Gwinnett Daily News - Anne Murray
7/12/89 - TV shows inquire about case of missing Norcross woman - Gwinnett Daily News - Scott Marshall
7/89 - GBI Profile of Killer Fits Police Theory - The Atlanta Constitution - Kathy Scruggs
2/90 - Geise’s fate remains mystery; authorities looking for clues - Charles Davidson
2/90 - Grim anniversary of disappearance revives probe - Hollis R. Towns
2/26/90 - Hal Suit’s Journal - WXIA-TV Atlanta - Hal Suit
10/21/90 - Unsolved Murders (first of 2 parts) For investigators, time is the enemy - Gwinnett Daily News - Scott Marshall
10/21/90 - Unsolved slayings continue to frustrate investigators - Gwinnett Daily News - Scott Marshall
5/19/91 - Still No Leads
5/23/91 - Stymied police enlist psychic - Gwinnett Extra - Hollis R. Towns
8/31/92 - New lead spurs search for woman - The Atlanta Constitution / The Atlanta Constitution - David Corvette
9/1/92 - Parents say they have no hope left - The Atlanta Constitution / The Atlanta Constitution - Gail Hagans
9/3/92 - No clues found in dig for woman (Six wells searched in Southwest GA) - The Atlanta Constitution / The Atlanta Constitution - Gail Hagans
2/26/93 - Unfinished puzzle - The Atlanta Constitution / The Atlanta Constitution - Kat Yancey
2/26/93 - Compassionate Friends to lean on - Gwinnett Extra - Kat Yancey
5/9/94 - Authorities visit SC in probe of ’89 case - Gwinnett Extra - Scott Marshall
8/13/95 - Missing - Hundreds of metro Atlantans disappear each month - The Atlanta Journal/The Atlanta Constitution - Christy Harrison
7/12/98 - Woman’s 1989 murder at work still unsolved - Gwinnett Daily Post - Stacey Kelley
10/2/99 - Unsolved Mysteries - Gwinnett Creativeloafing.com
9/21/04 - Unsolved Mysteries - The Atlanta Journal-Constitution - Lateef Mungin
4/30/06 - Chasing a Shadow - The Gwinnett News - Lateef Mungin
5/1/06 - Driving north to a nightmare - The Gwinnett News - Lateef Mungin
5/2/06 - Squeezing the truth - The Gwinnett News - Lateef Mungin
5/3/06 - Distance, despair and more blood - The Gwinnett News - Lateef Mungin
5/4/06 - The right to remain silent - The Gwinnett News - Lateef Mungin
5/5/06 - A good place to hide a body - The Gwinnett News - Lateef Mungin
10/24/08 - Gwinnett police take cold case to South Carolina - The Atlanta Journal-Constitution - Andria Simmons
11/7/08 - Clues in Missing Woman’s Case Found in Well - Deputies Assist In Property Search - WYFF4
11/7/08 - South Carolina well is excavated in Lisa Geise case - The Atlanta Journal-Constitution - Andria Simmons

Oct/Nov 2008 - Also some video footage on Fox Atlanta and Fox Carolina